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Coming Back to Theatre survey

• Survey commissioned by pointOne and developed by Indigo Ltd

• Similar questions to Culture Restart surveys allowing for comparison –
but more of a focus on audience experience in the venue

• Survey ran 16 March - 7 April

• 8 cultural organisations took part

• 4,000 responses from cultural audiences
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Key findings – audience demographic
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Key findings – attending during Covid
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Key findings – when will audiences return?
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Key findings – when will audiences return?
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Key findings – an ideal trip to the theatre

Stay behind afterwards for a drink in the theatre bar

Buy snacks or sweets to take into the auditorium

Have a meal before the show

Go somewhere nearby afterwards for a drink or meal

Have a drink before the show

Buy ice creams in the interval

Have a drink in the interval

Thinking about your IDEAL trip to the theatre, how important would 
you say each of the following is in making it a great experience?

Not at all important Essential



Key findings – safety and restrictions

I feel uncomfortable

about this

This would be 

essential for me

How do you feel about the following being implemented or 
considered by some theatres?

I’m ok with this

One-way systems to manage the flow of people

Insisting all audiences and visitors wear face coverings throughout the venue

A vaccine passport or negative Covid test being required to attend live events

Performances with no bar, catering or snacks available 

Performances with no interval 



Key findings – using technology

The ability to order and pay for drinks at a SELF-SERVE KIOSK in the
venue, and collect from a collection point

Pre-ordering of drinks (for pre-show and/or interval) when BOOKING
TICKETS in advance online or by phone

The ability to order and pay for drinks on a smart phone whilst in the
venue, and collect from a COLLECTION POINT

The ability to order and pay for drinks on a smart phone whilst in the
venue, and have drinks delivered TO SEAT

Priority bar service for ELDERLY or DISABLED patrons without smart
phones

How attractive would you find the following options being considered 
by theatres to enable a good range of food and beverage choices in a 

safe environment for everyone?

I’d be unlikely to use I’d love this



Social reassurance – three opportunities

How can we make sure audiences have the best possible 
experience when they return to theatres?

1. Utilising the purchase path

2. Using an app for in-venue ordering

3. Priority Bar service



Utilising the purchase path

• This option was most attractive to those aged 35 – 55

• Over half of that age group said ‘Yes this sounds good’ or ‘I’d 
love this’

• For some people, having everything sorted before they come 
is attractive

• Opportunity for the venues to use this to upsell or encourage 
higher spend at the venue



Utilising the purchase path

• Samuel Biscoe – Ticketing Operations Manager at Selladoor 
Venues

• Supplementary events feature in Spektrix to upsell ice cream 
and bar vouchers

• More advance bookings helped to manage flow of people 
through the venue when they opened at Christmas.



Utilising the purchase path

Sam’s top tips:

1. Think about the quick wins e.g. ice creams

2. Consider first time bookers / those who don’t come often and 
may want to spend more on that visit

3. Targeted upsells based on the performance



Using a mobile app for in-venue ordering

Two options – both popular among respondents:

• Ordering on app and collecting from collection point

• Ordering on app and deliver to seat – 20% said ‘I’d love this’
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Using a mobile app for in-venue ordering

• Collection point(s)?

• At-seat service?

• Premium seating?



Priority Bar service

An inclusive 
welcome
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Priority Bar service

An inclusive welcome?

Things to consider:

• Advance messaging

• Signage at the venue 

• Staff training
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Coming Back to Theatre

Download the full report: 

http://ow.ly/tqPF50EtQ5h

See more information on our theatre-focused 

EPoS solutions: 

http://ow.ly/g84450EseMu

http://ow.ly/tqPF50EtQ5h
http://ow.ly/g84450EseMu
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